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offences committed in their locality, and attending quarter-
sessions. The occupants of these arduous positions were usually
selected in turn from householders and served for a year.1
Both the nobility and gentry derived the bulk of their incomes
from land, although affluent and intelligent members of each
group not infrequently invested in joint-stock companies or
other enterprises, or made big loans, secured by land, to mem-
bers of their own circles.2 Next to them in the social scale in the
country were the yeomanry. But before discussing this group
it is necessary to deal with the condition of agriculture in
general, from which both gentry and yeomanry derived their
incomes.
Agriculture, then even more than now, was mainly deter-
mined by geographical factors and particularly by the nature
of the climate, soil, means of communication, and so forth.
Since the western half of England contains all the mountains
and much of the hilly country and consequently has the wetter
climate, while the eastern half is drier, flatter, and has many
navigable rivers with easy access to the sea, it is natural that
the west should be predominantly pastoral and the east arable.
This generalization, however, should not be allowed to conceal
the existence of mixed farming everywhere. The arable farmer
needed cattle and sheep both to supply meat for his family and
to manure his land (for he had no other fertilizer except marl,
and this was dear and hard to transport). Therefore he could
not be solely a corn-grower. Likewise a grazier or sheep farmer
had tp plant sufficient cereal crops for himself and his house-
hold.
Although in many parts of England farming was still largely
for subsistence,3 there had long been an important export or
coastwise trade from the east coast. Moreover the growth of
1	The above is mainly based on the excellent introduction to James Tait's
Lancashire Quarter Sessions Records (1917).   Other valuable accounts are Hilary
Jenkinson's introduction to Surrey Record Society, Number XXXII (1931); and J. W.
Willis Bund's introduction to Worcestershire County Records, Quarter Sessions Papers, vol.
1(1900).
2	The extent and importance of these transactions among members of the landed
classes deserve study.
3	Thomas Powell, Tom of All Trades (1631), p. 4, says that it was true of most
gentlemen living upon the revenue of lands 'that the height of their husbandry
amounts to no more than to clear the }ast halfe yeeres booking, and borrowing at
$he rent day',

